
     CAT ADOPTION CONTRACT 
 

Rescue. Adoption. Education.            8311 Brier Creek Pkwy., Ste 105-418, Raleigh NC 27617  www.calvinspaws.org 

I, ______________________________________, agree to adopt ____________________, ID# ___________, 
described as ________________________________, _________ (sex) (the “Cat”) from CALVIN’S PAWS (“CP”), 
a North Carolina nonprofit corporation. In connection with this adoption, and to protect the Cat’s welfare, CP and I 
agree to the following: 
1. The Cat’s behaviors and habits known by CP have been discussed with me but CP makes no representations or 

warranties whatsoever regarding the Cat’s condition or behavior. Any representations made regarding age, health 
or personalities are based upon the information available to CP. I hereby release CP from any and all loss, 
expense, damage or claim relating in any way to the Cat, CP’s adoption of the Cat, and representations made 
relating in any way to the adoption of the Cat. 

2. I have been given a record of the Cat’s medical history as known by CP. I understand that despite veterinary 
care, the Cat may have a previously undiagnosed condition. I understand that CP will not refund adoption fees 
for any reason but that I may return the Cat to CP at any time or keep the Cat and assume full responsibility for 
medical care of the Cat. 
Known condition disclosed:        Adopter initials:   

3. I will provide care and attention to ensure the Cat’s health and well-being, including quality food and water, 
INDOOR ONLY shelter, and all emergency and routine veterinary care. Routine veterinary care includes 
FVRCP vaccine, rabies vaccine and a YEARLY physical exam. 

4. The Cat will be a personal pet and will be kept at the address listed on this contract. I will contact CP with any 
address change within 90 days of such change. 

5. I represent that I live on property where the Cat is allowed and that I have paid any and all appropriate fees for 
the Cat to live at the address listed on this contract. 

6. I agree to allow a CP representative to visit my residence at reasonable times to ensure all terms of the contract 
are being met. 

7. I will NOT DECLAW the Cat.  Adopter initials: ____________  
8. If at any time, for any reason, I cannot keep the Cat, it MUST BE RETURNED to CP along with its medical 

records. The Cat may NOT be transferred to any other rescue group, shelter or person at any time. 
9. I understand that noncompliance of any provision of this contract constitutes a breach and the Cat must be 

returned immediately upon demand to CP. 
10. I understand that I am adopting, not purchasing, the Cat and that the whole of the adoption agreement is 

contained within this contract. 
11. In the event I breach any term of this contract, I agree to pay CP the sum of $1,000.00 as liquidated damages. 

This liquidated damage value is agreed to for the purpose of establishing the base value of the Cat and does not 
bar CP from seeking return of the Cat by judicial process or other legal means. In addition, I agree to pay 
reasonable attorney fees and court costs in the event this matter is forwarded to court or to an attorney for 
enforcement. 

12. I am at least 18 years of age, have read this entire contract, and understand all of the terms contained in it. 
 

Signature of Adopter:          Date:     
Address:               
Phone Number(s):        Email:       
 

Amount received: $    Check No./Bank:       Cash 
 

Signature of CP Representative:         


